IOS MOBILE
DEVELOPER (M/F/D)
join our team in Graz, Austria or Germany
Full-time (36h/week)

ABOUT BIKE CITIZENS
We’re a team of 30+ located in Graz and Berlin.
Bike Citizens started out by creating the world's
first navigation app that focuses on urban cycling.
Together with our partner cities and
municipalities we're building the digital home for
the urban cyclist – motivating and empowering
more and more people to use the bicycle for their
daily journeys.

Bike Citizens
XXXXXXX
Kinkgasse 7
8020 Graz Austria

AT THIS JOB YOU WILL
work as part of the development team on developing our
mobile application
be part of the entire development process, from concept down to release and
maintenance
help write and work with feature specifications based on product requirements
develop new features and also identify and fix bugs and bottlenecks (sustainably)
YOUR QUALIFICATIONS
Education and work experience in the field of Software Development
iOS development knowledge:
Swift, Xcode
MVC, MVVM Architecture Patterns
SwiftUI and Combine are strongly preferred
Persistence/CoreData, HTTP/Networking/Rest, Dependency Injection, git
Work experience with Maps (Mapbox SDK preferred)
Experience with managing and submitting apps in the Apple App Store and with the entire
mobile application development lifecycle
At least a basic knowledge of Objective-C
Optional:
SQL/ORMs
Cross-platform technologies: C/C++, Kotlin Multiplatform
Hybrid app technologies (React Native, Cordova)
Good knowledge of UI/UX design principles, patterns and best practices
Enjoy working on a specific platform and sometimes on the entire concept of a feature together
with others
A goal-oriented and proactive person that wants to be part of the Bike Citizens Team
WE OFFER YOU
Flexible working hours and the possibility to work from home
4-day work week - the weekend starts on Thursday evening!
Working in a young, dynamic and professional team
Breakfast on Monday with the team for a great start in the week and cooking sessions at lunchtime
Company and team building events (Company Fitness, Pub Quiz, excursions, etc...)
Our office is located in the center of Graz with the possibility for great after-work activities
If that sounds like you – we’re dead keen to get to know you!
Let’s talk: job@bikecitizens.net
Due to the Austrian Equal -Treatment-Act-Law, we are obliged to state a (minimum) salary
for full-time employment for this position. This is € 3.200,- gross on a 36 hour basis.
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